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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
RollCall Systems, Inc. (RCS) formed to develop wireless roll call voting and
audio/microphone control systems for local government and university
voting bodies
“Our products focus on the typical pain points in conducting a democratic, open
meeting – specifically voting and debate management, said Victor Kluck, President
of RCS. From a technical standpoint, our systems do this through the use wireless
keypads or tablet devices for the voting process and wireless audio and microphone
control systems to manage the debate process.”
These systems help boards, councils, committees, etc., to meet the challenges of
legislative groups complying with open meeting statutes. Through the creative use
of technology, RCS has been able to match, and in many cases exceed, the quality of
more expensive solutions - often at less than half the cost. Also, these products are a
la carte, so the technology can be “right sized” to precisely fit the organization’s
needs. The current RCS product lineup consists of two products, RollCall-Pro and
RollCall-Audio.
RollCall-Pro is a completely portable wireless electronic roll call voting system that
consists of wireless keypads for members and the controlling program for the clerk.
This wireless system tallies the vote, generates the pass/fail outcome based on the
voting criteria in place, creates an electronic voting record to print or cut/paste
from, and projects each meeting step for all to see. RollCall-Audio is a wireless
microphone control system with request to speak (RTS) sequencing that gives the
chairperson touchscreen on/off control of all the microphones in the room. It can
be easily integrated to provide control over almost any existing microphone system.
RCS is planning to launch a new RollCall-Pro product in the first quarter of 2016.
This product will be an iOS and Android-based app that allows voting bodies to use
smartphones and tablet devices to create a wireless electronic roll call voting
system wherever the group can connect to WiFi.
Although RCS is new, it traces its roots to Current Works, Inc. (CWI) - a company
that has been in business since 1988 and has to its credit over 27,000 customers. As
Bob Schroyer, President of CWI states, “It really made sense to spin off a portion of
the company to focus on the development of new applications for our open meeting
systems. This allows each company to focus on what they do best.” CWI will
continue to specialize in wireless hardware for voting and educational markets
while RCS will concentrate on developing programs and applications that support
the open meeting ideal for legislative markets.
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